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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

REPORT ON GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY, 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

FOR 

UDD RAMSAY SYNDICATE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the request of Mr. B. M. Middleton, geologist of the Udd 

Ramsay Syndicate, geochemical surveys have been performed on portions 

of the Pimainus Lake and Roscoe Lake claim groups deemed favourable 

for the occurrence of copper mineralization. 

Field work was performed during the months of October and 

November, 1956 by Mr. Chessman, technician of McPhar Geophysics 

Limited. The author is familiar with the general area and with the 

possibilities and limitations of the geochemical methods employed. 

2. OUTLINE OF GEOCHEMICAL PROCEDURE 

The McPhar Ceochemical Soil Test Kit for copper has been 

developed for use in determining the amount of copper in a soil sample. 

The reagents employed are specific for copper only; no other metallic 

ions, present in the soil, will affect the test. 

The soil test kit consists of a field kit and a reserve of chemicals 

which are kept at the base camp. The field kit consists of a wooden case 

containing two polyethylene bottles, a supply of filter papers, and a poly- 

ethylene funnel. The front of the base is provided with a sample loading 

port and brief field instructions. A set of standards for estimating the 



parts pei million of ccpger, a stainless steel spatula and plunger-type 

sampler, and dr mixing tube shaker ore ncce:;sory equipment. Mixing 

tubes of good quality glass are used for individual tests. Two solutions 

are used in the teat: EXTRACTOi extracts copper from the scil, 

INDICATOR develt)as the colour , indicative of the extracted copper; 

these liquids are immiscible with each other. The solutions are carried 

in polyethylene bottles supplied w&h the field case and used as needed 

for each test. 

Using the plunger-type sampler and the spatula, a fine-grained 

fraction of the soil is selected, Two of such sample aliquats (total of 

approximately 0.2 g scil) are transferred to one glass mixing tube (A). 

This mixing tube is inserted uncapped into the loading port on the front 

of the field case and 2 ml of EXTRACTOL from the polyethylene siphon 

bottle ara added after which the bottle is capped and shaken vigorously 

for on* minute. A second mixing tube (B) is now placed into the loading 

port and one ml from the first tube (A) is filtered through a polyethylene 

funnel into it. To this filtered one ml portion, one ml of INDICATOR 

is added after which the tube fs capped and shaken for thirty saconds. 

Upon standing for a few seconds the {mmiscible liquids will break into 

two separate phases and a calorimetric comparison against the set of 

standards can be made. Standards allow for direct visual estimation 

between 5 and 120 parts per million (ppm). The upper limit of the 

standards can be extended easily by; a) addi’ng additional 1 ml portions 
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of INDICATOR, or by 2) halving the original foil sample. The colours 

of the standards are very stable; they will last for an indefinite period. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. PIMAINUS LAKE AREA 

The Pimainus Lake baseline was cut approximately along the 

presumed contact between dioritic and granitic phases of the Guichon 

Creek batholith. Two hundred and twenty-two soil samples were collected 

at depths ranging between one and two feet on selected compass lines, 

located at approximately right angles to the baseline. A sample interval 

of about one hundred feet was chosen on the basis of previous experience 

in the vicinity along theee compass lines. 

The presumed contact occupies a swampy creek bed. Cutcrops 

of diorite and granite do occur on the east and west slopes and these areas 

are thus, in general, not deeply covered by overburden. 

~!!l sample statior,s with results of individual soil analyses are 

shown on map No. G3132. Background for the area is between O-15 parts 

per million copper ae determined by the McPhar Geochemical Soil Test 

Kit for copper. Slightly higher values are occasionally encountered in 

swampy areas. This is a common feature in view of the higher base 

exchange capacity of such humus-rich soils. Much higher values wculd 

be necessary under such conditions before the occurrence of significant 

copper mineralization in the bedrock can be postulated. The negative 

results south of line 15+OON as well as east of the baseline in general 

are suggestive of less than significant copper concentrations. 
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Thz results on baseline 4’2 are all too low to merit serious geo- 

chemical consideration. A few slightly higher-than-background values 

were found, largely in swampy, humus-rich terrain, but their counterpart 

was not observed in samples from adjacent higher ground where the over- 

burden is considered to be fairly thin. 

The same applies to the majority of results obtained in the area 

about baseline #l except for a narrow zone located between lines $O+OOS 

and 32.+5OS on the west side of the baseline. Hera field values tanging 

between 225 and 325 parts per million copper were found in five samples 
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1 along a zone between one hundred and two huadred feet wide and more than 

seven hundred and fifty feet long. This geochemical anomaly is located in 

a narrow draw filled in with cIayey end locally with humus-rich eoiln. 

To the north the anomaly is loet under deeper averburden; to the south 

the anomalous area is open. Chalcopyrite has been observed in quarts- 

rich float nearby and it is thus possible that the position of the mineralir- 

ation has been located. Outcrop on both sides of the anomaly tends to 

minimize the width of the zone. Three of the high samples were analyzed 

in the laboratory by standard wet chemical procedure. The re8ulto are: 

I 

r* 

Line No -----A Station No. Field Test wet AMlyeis 

4o+oos lO+OOW 260 ppm Cu 1000 ppm Cu 

3?+5OS lO+OOW 280 ppm Cu 4000 ppm Cu 

32+5OS a+oow 225 ppm Cu 1400 ppm Cu 

The comparison of these results seems to indicate that the second sample 

contains discrete particles of copper mineralization which were not dis- 

solved in the field test. Previous experiment has shown that it is largely 

copper attached to the bare exchange complex of the soil and hence very 

finely cornminuted, which will react in a field tests where a cold extraction 

liquid is used, In view of these results, it is suggested that one or two 

trenches be dug across the anomalous area, to determine the nature of 

the underlying bedrock. 

4. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The McPhar Geochemical Soil Test Kit for copper has been used 

for a geochemical survey over selected areas of the Pimainue Lake and 
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Roecoa i.dke claim groups. The geochemical equipment, chemical pro- 

cedure and the ra~tita si t’he bur~e.yd i;i~ di6cu;bed in detail. 

One intereatzzg ammaly .~a3 found west cf baseline #l 3n the 

iXorcoe Lake claim group Setween lines CO+OOS and 32+OOS. It ie euggeated 

that, if oV~rbu~Cie& pe:rrilitS, twc; tltiacho; ‘se e.cc::.~~tad ?-I expose bedrock 

and to examine poslfBle mineralization. 

Trench iiizi: l%om To - Length 

1 37&O:, 9+50x 10+5ow 100’ 

2 35+oOL 8+75M 1@+25?Y 150’ 

should encouraging zt3buX; oe obtained in these trenches, a further testing 

of the anomaluui- irrea would bc w;rzcintzd by means of trenching or drilling. 

w mere detailed geochemical stutitn net with a eam;le interval ::f fity feet 

could be considered. 

The remainder of the ‘Lestad areas in the Pimainus Lake and Woscoe 

Lake claim grcups have yielded results that are geochemically uninteresting. 

MC i’Hm42 OPHYSIC~~MITED 
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! -p. by . -.-- 
W. 0. J. ‘roenevald Meijar, 
Geochemist. 

Dated ,: December ltth, 1956. 






